
Connect anything. Change everything.
Integration

5-20X speed to 
launch new APIs

2-10X speed to 
launch new 
initiatives

3-4X speed to 
deployment

5-20X productivity 
improvement

These days, no system is an island - businesses require their apps, data 
and devices to be connected, whether they are on-premise or in the cloud. 
How does a business keep up with their connectivity needs, without ending 
up in a maze of point-to-point integrations?

At Tquila ANZ, we enable customers to bring their legacy system data into 
the new API world, orchestrate processes across multiple endpoints, and 
design APIs that allow audiences to connect endpoints as per their need, 
on the go.

Transform your business with API-led connectivity

Avoid the headaches of managing point to 
point integrations, and build integrations 
that can be re-used

Publish self-service APIs - enable 
users to discover, learn, and build

Use-case specific experience APIs 
for efficiency of operations

Unlock legacy systems and 
systems of record

API-led connectivity - go beyond connecting A to B, and 
unlock systems for future integration use
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WHAT 
THAT 
MEANS 
TO YOU

HOW
WE
DO IT

APIs you can re-use, 
not just written for 
specific integrations

Simplified APIs for  
specific use cases e.g 
mobility

Enable solutions that 
unlock legacy and on-
premise systems

Integration strategy - 
avoid the maze of point 
to point integrations

API consumers don’t 
need to worry about 
integration logic

Connect everywhere: 
cloud apps as well as 
on-premise systems

Simpler APIs mean 
increased API adoption

Mulesoft CloudHub

Mulesoft API Gateway

Mulesoft ESB

Mobile Apps

Salesforce Applications

Cloud Applications & 
services

On-premise systems

Integration Strategy 
Workshops

Tailored Customer 
Integration Roadmap

Customer Journey 
Mapping

Enterprise Architecture

User Adoption Strategy

Governance & Advisory

Systems Integration

Process Integration

RAML Based API 
Design

Customisation

Agile Development

Business Process 
Mapping

Support & Maintenance

ENTERPRISE 
INTEGRATION

WHAT 
WE DO

API-LED 
CONNECTIVITY

EXPERIENCE APIs

“From a technological perspective, rolling Uber out in a new country simply meant 
switching on a new currency and modeling new billing rules in the back-end 
systems. Uber expanded its business into tens of new markets just by tweaking its 
app.”

- Mulesoft CEO Ross Manson

Connected systems, & 
processes that span 
your systems and apps

Stakeholders are 
enabled to connect to 
the assets they need
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